The Volterra equations which represent competitions between two species are utilized to examine the phenomenon of boundary formation between two species of plants. The set of stable stationary points for these equations is determined and is illustrated in a product space of parameters and dynamical variables. The stages of boundary appearance and succession are visualized by considering slow changes of the parameters as functions of time and space.
Introduction. We often see plant communities which share space between species. For example, when we climb a mountain, we first see deciduous trees on the foothills, next needle-leaf trees, then shrubs and finally herbs near by the top. We also see a similar situation around a pond or a lake. There arc reed swamps at the edge of the water, next bushes and last, usually, trees. In these cases, the areas occupied by the various species possess fairly clear boundaries which we recognize by the change in appearance. How do such discontinuous boundaries appear while original environmental factors such as temperature, soil or insolation change continuously ? In this paper, in order to explain such phenomena, we shall qualitatively represent the successive stages of this boundary formation on the parameter space of an abstract mathematical model.
Starting from the Volterra equations representing competition between two species, we find the set of stable stationary points of these differential equations in parameter space, or coefficients of these equations and illustrate it in a product space of parameters and dynamical variables.
Then we can see the stages of boundary appearance, considering slow changes of the parameters as functions of time and space coordinates under plausible assumptions. The initially diffuse boundary gradually becomes clear until it forms a distinct boundary line. Incidentally, it is shown that this manifold, the set of stable stationary points, can be also used to represent the plant succession from one species to another. Hence the possibilities of two types of succession, slow change and abrupt change, are shown.
Construction of Manifold.
We consider two species of plants competing with each other. We represent each population by N1 and N2. Equations of change of the populations are given by
where
K](N1, N2) and K2(N1, N2) are functions of N~ and N2. The competitive interaction between two species leads to the relations (~K1/~N2 ~ O, ~K2/3N1 ,~ O. Intraspecies competition leads to aK1/ON1 < O, (~K2/3N2 < O.
For simplicity, we assume KI(N1, N2) and K2(N1, N2) to be linear functions of N1 and N~. Then, (1) and (2) are rewritten as
dN2 dt
where the species rates of increase el, 52 and competition coefficients ~i1, a12, ~1, a2~ are all positive. These equations were first proposed by Volterra (1931) . He illustrated that two competing species cannot coexist when two species have common resources (this assumption corresponds to ~11/a12-~ ~9.]/~22). The properties of equations of this type with arbitrary values of the coefficients were investigated by Gause and Witt (1935) . In this paper, we adopt their graphical method to find the stable stationary points. 
